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Named one of the Best Books of 2014 by NPR As seen on The Today Show A hand-drawn way to inner
peace!Whether you need a little motivation or a completely new lease of life path, Your Illustrated Guide
to Becoming One with the Universe gives you the necessary push to find your true path--and a whimsical
experience to enjoy on the way there. Set against a surreal backdrop of complex ink illustrations, you will
find nine metaphysical lessons with dreamlike guidelines that want you to open up your center to
unexplored internal landscapes. From environment fire to your anxieties to sharing a glass of tea with your
inner demons, you will learn how to release and truly connect with the globe around you.Your Illustrated
Guide to Becoming One with the Universe will set you free on a visual trip of self-discovery.
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Poorly bound I love the contents of the publication, however the book itself is so poorly bound :( Probably
I simply got a bad copy, but its hard to trust that this binding is going to endure on any copies done the
same way. I am not selling this book. Minimalism and Meditation I truly love the work that Yumi Sakugawa
does. Shipping was on timeIf you are thinking about purchasing this publication, you should. It may change
how you discover yourself and the globe around you. Perform consider purchasing one for a close friend or
relative aswell. Your life will be better from scanning this book! The Universe in a book. Essential read for
peacefulness and mindfulness.. Will end up being reading more from this author. This books holds the secret
to happiness and mindfulness and takes you on a beautiful journey towards recovery, personal discovery and
fresh realizations. become one with adding this publication to your cart this book is petite with quality
paper and fantastic images drawn carefully. Her book reminds a lot of "Be Here Right now" by Ram Dass (a
book I was raised around when growing up thanks to hippie parents)." I really like the minimalism of the
illustrations and words and phrases. With this book, "Your Illustrated Information to Becoming One with
the Universe," you still get yourself a focus on minimalism but a lot more guided mindfulness and meditation.
I first began by getting her publication, "There is No Wrong Way to Meditate. Completely new under no
circumstances been touched, feels as though it was created from the press! The illustrations are
thoughtful, unique and well-conceived. Obtain your Spirit Lifted Instantly. Simply Amazing... This book is

inspired. I could not end recommending it to my friends. Perfection. Every page offers you something to
greatly help change your feeling for the better. It really is designed for you. What an amazing message, it
is just like the Universe wrote it through Yumi. So impressed! With beautiful illustrations that may touch
your center, Your Illustrated Guideline is just that - a practical information for connecting with your true
personal and the wider universe. Five Stars Great came in time INSUFFICIENT Actual Text This is the
type of topic I am interested in right now therefore i was eager to get this, however I wish it had a lot
more text than illustration. It's also complete with mini homework assignments, rendering it a very
practical reserve that you can instantly apply in your daily life. Or maybe for someone who just needs a
brand-new outlook. I'm keeping it! How amazing is this little book. Personally i think such an amazing link
with the Universe just reading it. The publication is indeed inspiring and useful and just plain kind to us in
your day when we need some support. The secret to happiness and mindfulness This book is beautiful. A
gem. I am not trading this book. Even if mine wasn't currently falling apart as soon as I acquired it, the
glue is obviously faulty and the backbone was creaky. :-) A kindness designed to lift the spirit and the
universe. It's a rare treasure. Simple illustrations and assignments by the end. This publication is something
special for oneself. It was meant for me. I am buying a second one for my desk at work. Great book Love
this publication!The best thing about this book is that I can pick it up anytime and be reinsured in different
ways. Amazing!! You will need this guide!! This is probably the most creative and inspiring books I’ve ever
read, never felt more peace reading a book. Highly recommend for people who love the universe and
understanding it even more. This book has a lot of great lessons and I plan on sharing it with as many folks
as I can. . It's an easy read and is appropriate for all ages.. with Yumi and I think everything she does is
usually excellent and inspiring and I’ll buy anything she creates I actually am obsssed with Yumi and I think
everything she will is outstanding and inspiring and We’ll buy anything she creates. This book will inspire you
and make you smile and laugh. It's honestly like a coloring book. It has some okay advice but dosent get
into enough details or practical application. Five Stars Love this publication, you could pick it up and go
through it a great deal of times. Four Stars Great!
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